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Dear Clients :

We are pleased to provide you with a performance report on our first
quarter, a summary of portfolio changes , and our thoughts on the stock market.
The post-election rally in U.S. equities continued into 2017 , with the S&P
500 posting a robust 6.1 % total return in the first quarter. Small and mid
capitalization stocks produced more muted returns . In contrast to the fourth
quarter when the market favored the Financial and Industrials sectors , this
quarter stocks were led by the Technology sector . Investors once again fell in
love with Amazon, Apple , Facebook , Netflix and Google . We consider this
handful of growth stocks outside of our investment universe , but they are an
important weight in the S&P 500 and are increasingly skewing the Index.
We highlight the returns of the Russell 1000 indexes , which provide a
good barometer of the large capita lization growth and value segments.
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The rotation back to growth stocks was not beneficial to CK Advisors
given our value orientation, but our equity composite was still up a decent 4.6%
(after fees) in the quarter. Our equity holdings performed nearly in line with the
S&P 500 return prior to the large adverse impact of cash in client portfolios .
Cash is proving harder to put to work than we had hoped as we are chipping
existing holdings just as fast as we can find suitable replaceme nts.
We recently emailed your actual account performance and a statement of
management fees . Your investment performance may vary from our equity
composite for a variety of reasons . Returns for balanced account clients will
reflect a blend of the equity perfo rmance and a small fixed income return.
In the first quarter investors gave up on the post-election bet that the new
Administration would quickly stimulate growth through increased government
spending on infrastructure, a rollback of regulations and lower corporate taxes .
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The early stumbles of the Administration coupled with the reality of how difficult it
is to get things done in Washington prompted investors to question the speed
and magnitude of change. Interest rates reversed course and fell with growing
skepticism around whether domestic GOP growth will accelerate. Equity
investors abandoned the "T rump Trades " and flocked to old standby names in
the large cap technology sector, which rose a stunning 12%. Not much else
worked in the quarter, as 7 of the remaining 9 broad S&P sectors
underperformed the Index return .
The near-term outlook for the stock market appears to be mixed due to
growing uncertainty regarding the adoption of the Trump agenda and also the
market's big move since Election Day. Global tensions are on the rise.
Fortunately , businesses still seem constructive toward the demand outlook and
U.S. employment trends remain positive. Also, we are a little less concerned
about the prospects for a trade war as the election rhetoric has given way to
more pragmatic govern ing.
Shifting to individual securities , CSX and Carnival were our best
performers in the quarter and both rose for company -specific reasons. CSX's
stock soared after an activist investor requested the railroad 's Board appoint
Hunter Harrison as CEO. Harrison had previously been the CEO at three
different railroads with each achieving dramatic improvement in profitability under
his leadership . Recognizing his outstanding record as well as strong shareholder
support , CSX moved quickly to name Harrison as its new CEO . Under Harrison ,
CSX has the potential to operate more efficiently and increase asset utilization,
sending margins sharply higher . Still, we sold about half of our position in the
stock since it appeared to discount much of this good news .
The turnaround at Carnival picked up steam after the cruise ship operator
posted solid quarterly results and raised its profit outlook . Pricing and occupancy
have recovered nicely in the wake of the Concordia accident. The company has
successfully executed a strategy to restore its brand name and pricing power .
The stock has responded well to the turnaround but we see addit ional
upside. Carnival is the low cost and most profitable provider in an oligopoly with
high barriers to entry . Industry growth should be solid since there is room to
increase the low penetration of cruising as a percent of global vacation spending ,
especially in Asia . Carnival is in the early stages of rolling out a new revenue
management system which should also boost its top line. Good revenue growth
coupled with recent cost initiatives and ongoing expense controls should enable
the company to expand margins over the next several years.
Another winning stock in the quarter was NVR. The homebuilder reported
stellar quarterly results, enjoying robust gains in revenues , earn ings and orders .
Housing fundamentals remain encouraging , underpinned by continued job and

income growth , an increase in household formations and broader availability of

mortgage financing . We recently chipped our pos ition as the shares soared to
new highs .
Our energy stocks, UPS and Macy's detracted from performance. Oil and
gas producers Apache , ExxonMobil and Hess continue to gyrate with the price of
oil , which headed in the wrong direction in the quarter. Hess was especially hard
hit since it is most levered to oil and now appears to have the most upside
among our energy names . The producer's production and cash flow will increase
substantially after two major projects are brought onstream in the next year. In
addition , the stock does not appear to reflect the continued exploration success
Hess has had in offshore Guyana . Production volumes could increase
dramatically based on Hess' current reserves in Guyana and there is the
potential for additional major discoveries in the region .
UPS' stock fell after the package delivery company reduced its outlook for
long-term earnings growth. The reduction was principally due to management's
expectation that product mix will continue to be unfavorable, sh ifting to lower
margin "business to consumer" shipments . These shipments are increasing
rapidly due to the strength in ecommerce. In addition , UPS is ramp ing up
network investments to automate facilities and expand inte rnationally . Though
these investments should eventually improve efficiency and growth , they will
drive up near-term capital spending , negatively impacting the company's free
cash flow and returns .
In recent years UPS has performed below expectations , partly due to a
challenging external environment but also due to execution missteps . We are
sticking with the investment for now given the decline in the stock and a healthy
dividend yield above 3% . Fortunately, we did sell 20% of our holding before the
stock collapsed as noted in our December client letter.
As previously reported , we also sold most of our position in Macy's over
the past few years. However, this small holding still modestly hurt client
portfolios after the retailer issued underwhelming holiday results and provided a
weak profit outlook. The quarter was especially disappointing since the company
enjoyed very favorable weather in the period compared with a year ago . The
poor performance underscored that Macy's secular challenges (online and off
price competition) are even more severe than we had previously thought. We
still believe the company is making the correct strategic moves but are
concerned that being the best positioned multichannel department store chain
may still be a losing bet. Our small holding (less than 1%) reflects this
risk/reward.
We reduced our pos ition in Littelfuse , wh ich makes electronic circuit
protection devices and sensors. The company's fundamentals remain promising
but after significant appreciation the stock had become a large and more fairly
valued position .

In early April we initiated a small position in Caci International, which
provides U.S. federal defense customers with services and solutions such as
systems integration, procurement and enterpr ise IT. The company competes in
a wide variety of markets, including surveillance and reconnaiss ance, cyber
security and intelligence.
Caci's earnings growth has been lackluster for years but is poised to
accelerate . Federal defense spending is finally projected to increase after a long
period of decline. In addition , Caci has been exiting low margin, commodity
services work while pursuing more profitable solutions awards. The process of
shedding sales is nearly complete at the same time solutions revenues are
building, boding well for the company 's top line and profitability.
We like the company's exceptional generation of free cash flow , which far
exceeds net income . Caci's priority is to use this cash flow for acquisitions ,
though it has repurchased shares opportunistically. Caci has a good track record
of buying companies which fill a strategic gap, enhance its ability to do solutions
work and are attractively priced .
On a separate matter , you may have heard that Fidelity has reduced the
fee they charge retail investors for equity trades from $7.95 to $4.95 per order.
We are pleased to inform you that Fidelity has extended the retail pricing to their
institutional clients . All clients are now benefiting from the reduced commission.
Of course , we are not active traders so the savings will be modest over the
course of a year.
Please reach out to us with any questions or concerns.

Sincerely ,

Daniel K. Cantor
Managing Member
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